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About This Game

Discover a passion for firefighting!

Head out on duty with the entire fire department and take on exciting new missions in "Airport Firefighters: The Simulation".
As a member of the busy airport fire department, you and your colleagues work to extinguish large airplane fires and fight

through the blazing inferno of the passenger terminal. Drive true-to-life fire engines and tackle blazes with the water cannons.
Fight local fires with the fire extinguisher and fog nozzle, squeeze your way through narrow ventilation shafts, and destroy

obstacles with your ax to pave your way to freedom.
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In your missions you'll be confronted with fallen buildings, burning of-fice wings and gloomy basements flooded with water, as
well as downed helicopters and flaming cargo planes too. For the first time in the series, you can control American firefighting
vehicles and complete missions as an American firefighter. Would you rather use a gamepad than a keyboard and mouse? No

problem!

Objects such as crates and pallets now react to the water jet, letting you pick up, move and destroy them. Various difficulty
levels will help you to survive even the diciest of crises. Experience dramatic situations that challenge the hero inside! Wheth-er

it's burning engines, an explosion in the passenger terminal or a flaming inferno in the cabin of a jumbo jet – your service
counts!

Features:

Experience exciting and dramatic situations as a member of the airport fire department

Head out on duty with the entire fire department, driving firefighting vehicles and using them to tame the flames

Fight your way through the blazing inferno of the passenger terminal, collapsed sections of buildings, burning office
wings and gloomy basements

Play with either German or American firefighting vehicles and team members

Drive the faithfully recreated Panther vehicles from Rosenbauer International AG

Can also be controlled using a gamepad
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Various challenging difficulty levels

Part 3 in the popular Airport Firefighters series
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Title: Airport Firefighters - The Simulation
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Visual Imagination Software GbR
Publisher:
rondomedia GmbH
Release Date: 13 May, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: Dual-Core® or comparable 3 GHz processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10-compatible 3D graphics card with 512 MB VRAM and Pixel Shader 3.0 (AMD HD 4870 or higher)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 7 GB available space

Sound Card: Sound card

Additional Notes: keyboard, mouse

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Great AddOn to an already great (and really really underrated) Void Expanse!

Thanks to an diligent user in VE Steam workshop it's playable in german language (just like the base-game) too which is really
great for everyone speaking german! :-)

I'm still not getting why Void Expanse is that underrated on Steam but well... that makes it an insider trip right!? ;-)
The AddOn adds even more complexity, ships, items and a new storyline to the game right from the beginning.

Thanks to the developer to spend in 2017 an AddOn to a game which is already out of 2005! Shows the heart the dev brings into
this project I guess.

Keep up the great work! Hoping for more AddOns or a VE2 in future!. Quite easy and simply designed platformer with 15
levels

+ cute graphics and animations
+ relaxing soundtrack

Really okay for the price.. Can't say I have read it yet, but I was around at launch and bought it back then. This title attrcted me
and others for an English translation. Many of us posted this request. As of today they added it. So positive review due to dev's
listening to the customers request.. I bought this for 10 cents with a 90% discount coupon.

If you like being a bird and sh i tting on cars and people with precise accuracy this is your game.. I've used and compared many
other recording packages, and despite all the negative reviews I see for this software, I have found it to be an excellent recording
tool. It recognizes most modern titles I play--including some other recording softwares do not--and it has a very low
performance impact on my system.

The plugins which allow you to see your record time, recording status, fps, and real world time are incredibly useful features
that I would struggle to live without, and oddly seem to be lacking in other recording tools.

The only two things I would like to see is the webcam plugin expanded to include preset sizes and chroma-keying, and audio
format/encoding control. With those additions, it would effortlessly surpass the competition in every way.
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It's a pretty good game to play with my girlfriend. We like challanges agains each other.
It has good price for a puzzle game.
The only problem is there is no info about score system so i couldn't understand it.

8\/10. This game has a multiple layered story and beatifully done graphics. It also has a female lead, which is unusual. The
player goes to many worlds to help Merlin out. I loved it.. Breakout! Literally. (Or "Die" Trying)

This game has a lot of charm/humour and you get to play as one two guys girls.
Basically you're climbing a castle from the dungeon to the tower, going through "levels" of the castle, each with their own theme
and boss.

Gameplay is simple, but varied and challenging enough that it never seems stale. The dev is continually adding more content,
and tweaking options for better gameplay. I had an issue which the dev promptly fixed in an update that rolled out more content
as well.

Music and sound effects are nice, and the retrographics are sweet and much like RetroArmy's other games, which I also like.

There are different powerups for your mattress, and there is a branching ending depending on how you collect souls (I won't
explain it, play it yourself). You can also collect keys to open more sections of the castle. When you die, you have the option of
retrying the whole section again, or if you have souls, you can use one to gamble and retry exactly where you died, with the
possibility of a powered up paddle (or instadeath/gameover, if you're unlucky). There is now a story mode, and that fleshes out
the basic dialogue that was in the initial arcade mode, along with adding extra "non-breakout" gameplay/story.

The only gripe I might have is that the ball sometimes gets lost in all the crossfire of enemy projectiles sometimes. This is not
particularly a bad thing, just means you need to be better!. I Love the Game, i Spend a lot of Hours in and i Think it will
accumulate more, this is not my Problem.

I am incredibly disappointed from the Map Editor, not beacause you have to pay for it. I have not a Problem with a Map Editor
who is easy to handle and spend a littel money for it.

My Problem is that i can not Create Planets which I would like to create, because you have no access to the Surface to Change
the Combi of the buildable area. You cant also change the advantages areas, Like Military +3 or who is Sitting the Helios Ore.

And in the Editing of the Planets there are no description of the different bonuses they could have, this is so corrosive,
confusing and unnecessary.

I am so massive angry, that i advise against the Map Editor DLC. The Description that i can Create my Own Universe is a joke.

The Content of the Planets is still random, and for that i dont need this Map Pack, im so .......... It's a good'un. I wish it focused
on human enemies (many weapon skills are useless on demons), and less complicated upgrade system for weapons. I also DO
NOT like the distracting ki spark system at all, which is necessary to master in order to quickly regain stamina. That said, it
looks and plays great and there's a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of weapons and armor, and several unique
fighting styles.. Both expansions are pretty good imo and they both felt different than what you're used to from the main game
which was interesting and fun to experience. Can't say I felt disappointed while playing but I will say that they could have been a
bit longer. I got about 6 hours from TBOG and I'd say about 10 from TDOM.
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